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MEDICAL IMAGING FEATURE

Advanced Imaging Chips Empower Endoscopy
Applications
Creating high-resolution medical optical imaging solutions for endoscopic work
is fraught with many issues, from size, to thermal management, to color
accuracy. Tehzeeb Gunja of OmniVision Technologies has some answers to
those challenges.
Read more
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IoT DEVELOPMENT KIT NEWS
Avnet Releases New Wireless Edge Module for Secure IoT Device
Connectivity
The module allows enterprises to connect their existing equipment via Ethernet
or USB, while dual-band Wi-Fi provides a secure connection to the cloud.
Read more

ADVERTISEMENT

Microchip ATSAMR30M18A IEEE? 802.15.4? Sub-1GHz Modules
Compact RF modules for sub-1GHz Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM)
bands including 780MHz (China), 868MHz (Europe) and 915MHz (North
America) optimized for low-power applications.
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SIGNAL PROCESSING NEWS
New TI Burr-Brown Audio ADC Enables Far-Field Voice Capture at 4x
Distance
The device is part of a new family of three TI Burr-Brown audio ADCs that
enable low-distortion audio recordings in loud environments, along with far-
field, high-fidelity recordings in any environment..
Read more

ADVERTISEMENT

DevKit Weekly: BeagleBone AI Edition
Here?s your head start applying AI in the real world - BeagleBone? AI
makes it easy to explore how artificial intelligence (AI) can be used in
everyday life.
Sponsored by BeagleBoard.org

 

5G NETWORKING NEWS
Taoglas, u-blox Develop centimeter-level GNSS Positioning Solution for
IoT Applications
The u-blox ZED-F9P high-precision GNSS module ? with concurrent reception
of GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, and BeiDou on multiple frequency bands ?
enables the Taoglas Edge Locate module to use real-time kinematic (RTK)
algorithms for faster convergence times and reliable performance.
Read more

SPONSORED BLOG
Compact Industrial PCs Bolster Compute Power, Graphics and IoT
Connectivity
Industrial designs are evolving with a steady rise in compute and graphics
capabilities as well as the availability of flexible network configurations via I/O
and wireless connectivity mechanisms to serve a wide array of applications in
factory automation, automated test equipment, smart warehouse, digital
signage and medical equipment.
Read more

WEBCAST

Learn How to Store all that Free (Solar) Energy
Sponsored by: ON Semiconductor
Date: November 19, 2:00 p.m. ET
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DEV KIT WEEKLY: HARDWARE REVIEW & RAFFLE

Dev Kit Weekly: Helix Semiconductors' MXC 274
PoE to USB DC-to-DC Power Conversion Kit
Get ready for transformerless power conversion.
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The MXC 274 PoE to USB DC-to-DC Power Conversion evaluation board
enables this with two mux capacitor ICs that form an isolation barrier. Within
this barrier, 24V PoE input currents get leveled down to 6V outputs, which are
then passed through a 5V buck regulator to output power though a USB type A
port on the module.
Read more
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